
PBIS Matrix
Gladden Farms Bobcats use quiet voices, respect personal space, and

are kind with words and actions in all areas of our school.

Emergency
Drills Stairs Chromebook Playground

Sandbox Playground
*Keep hands and feet
to yourself

*Walk at all times

*Report to the
designated area

*Always walk

*Walk on the
right side

*Keeps hands,
feet, and
objects to self

*Use hand
sanitizer at the
top and bottom
of the stairs

*Follow digital
citizenship 

*Carry with both
hands

*Grades 3-6 can
take to and from
school. Chargers
stay at home.
Make sure to
charge at home
overnight.

*Sand stays on the
ground (not in the
air) 

*Keep shoes on 

*Keep self above the
sand 

*Sit on the bench with
feet outside of
sandbox

*Kind hands and feet

*Use the equipment in
designated areas

*Use equipment
properly

*Be aware of
surroundings

*Wash hands after
recess

*Respond
appropriately and
quickly to each
emergency

*Actively listen for
directions

*Be polite

*Quiet voices

*Use the
appropriate and
assigned websites

*Stay focused

*Follow directions

*Return equipment
to the proper place

*Remain seated in
the sandbox 

*Take turns in the
sandbox 

*Only 5 students at a
time

*Be aware of
personal space

*Take care of
equipment

*Follow game rules

*Display
sportsmanship

*Remain silent

*Stay with your class

*Go directly to
destination

*Know your
passwords

*45 and focus
when directed

*Only use your
Chromebook

*Keep dry and
clean

*Notify a teacher if
there is a tech
issue

*Keep the sand in the
sandbox and off the
bench

*Keep rocks,
equipment, grass,
wood chips and
gravel out 

*Dust of clothing and
empty your shoes in
the sandbox after
playing

*Wash your hands
after playing 

*Return equipment
when done playing

*Line up at the whistle

*Tell an adult if there
is a big problem
(someone is unsafe or
hurt)

*Bring a water bottle
with you and
remember to take
back to class

*Be patient

*Comfort a friend if
needed

*Be patient

*Be courteous

*Use and type nice
words 

*Help others

*Share sand tools 

*Respect others’
creations 

*Use positive
comments

*Use kind words and
actions.

*Include others

*Help others

*Play appropriately
and fair



Learning
Areas Assemblies Restrooms Cafe Zspace

*Keep hands, feet,
and objects  to
yourself

*Always walk

*Sit correctly in
designated areas

*Spread out when
possible

*Walk quietly in
line to and from
the assembly

*Keep hands, feet,
and objects to self

*Sit on bottoms

*Wash hands with
soap for 20
seconds

*Use doors
carefully

*Keep hands, feet,
and objects to self

*Always walk

*Keep hands, feet,
and objects to self

*Eat your food only

*Follow digital
citizenship 

*Be aware of the
cords and
computers

*Use appropriate
voice level

*Listen to and follow
directions

*Use school and
personal property
appropriately

*Be respectful of
those who choose to
wear masks and
those who don’t

*Appropriate
responses

*Be an active
listener

*Use the restroom
during appropriate
times

*Quiet voices

*Notify an adult if
there is a problem

*Give privacy

* Keep restrooms
clean

*Quiet voices

*Raise your hand to
be excused so
someone can clean
your area

*Dispose of trash and
recycling
appropriately

*Use appropriate
voice level

*Listen to and follow
directions

*Be
understanding of
the stylus driver’s
choices

*Come prepared to
learn

*Do your personal
best

*Stay with class

*Follow
instructions

*Wash and dry
your hands

*Flush the toilet

*Walk to and from
the restroom

*Return directly to
class

*Carefully close
and lock the stall
doors

*Throw away trash

*Leave the area
cleaner than when
you came

*Food stays in the
cafeteria

*Report accidents or
spills

*stay in your assigned
seat every day for
lunch.

*Come prepared to
learn 

*Take care of
glasses, stylus, and
screen (Keep
fingers off of the
lenses and screen)

*Visit the Zspace
computers only
during your
scheduled Zspace
time with your class

*Honor feelings and
ideas

*Encourage others

*Help others when
appropriate/
needed

*Be positive

*Celebrate others’
accomplishments

*Use kind words

*Take turns

*Use nice words

*Use nice words

*Use good manners

*Encourage others

*Be patient/Take
turns

*Be courteous



Arrival Dismissal Garden Morning
Connection

*Gate opens at
7:30am. Go straight
to class or breakfast
in the cafeteria.

*Be on time if eating
breakfast, it ends at
7:45am.

*Kinder - 2 grade
arrive through the
kinder gate. If eating
breakfast, go
through the main
gate.

*3-6 grade arrive
through the main
gate.

*1:55pm bikers are
dismissed. (Bikers
can walk bike
through front gate
if you live across
Tangerine St. If
you live on the
school side of
Tangerine, exit
through the back
gate.

*1:58 - Bus Riders,
Walkers, and
Parent Pick-up are
dismissed from
Kinder gate.

*2:00 - Loop &
Leap dismissed.

*Walk on the
paths. This helps
prevent the
irrigation lines
from being torn
out of the ground.

*Be on time to
school

*

* Get your
bike/scooter from
quickly and
carefully

*Only touch things
that belong to you.

*Walk bikes *Walk bikes

*Listen for your
name to be called
in the loop

*Wait for your car
to pull all the way
up in the loop
before going to it

*Take care of the
garden and the
tools you use

*Follow Directions

*Greet each other in
the morning

* Treat others
kindly while waiting
to be called for the
loop

*Treat the nature
with kindness


